
Incandescent with Feminine Rage: A Reading

From the erosion of Roe v. Wade to the gunning down of children to the

cultural indictment of Black Lives Matter, there is no end of fuel for the fire

of feminine anger, which still rages on. Whether we’re grieving mothers or

activists seeking to decenter the cis/het white hegemony, we find ourselves

overcome with a fury so profound, it threatens to consume us. What do we

do with its sheer power? We channel it into poems that want to burn it all

down in order to rebuild a society fit for us all.

Category: Poetry Reading

Organized and moderated by Sonia Greenfield

Event Participants and biographies:

Sonia Greenfield is the author of five books of poetry: All Possible

Histories (RIYT 2022), Helen of Troy is High AF (Harbor Editions 2022),

Letdown (White Pine), American Parable(Autumn House) and Boy with a

Halo at the Farmer's Market (Codhill). She teaches at Normandale College

in Minneapolis.

Abby E. Murray (MFA & PhD) is the editor of Collateral, a literary

journal concerned with the impact of violent conflict and military service

beyond the combat zone. Her first book of poetry, Hail and Farewell,

examines the conflict between civilian and military life from a feminist

perspective.

Kendra DeColo is the author of three poetry collections, I Am Not Trying

to Hide My Hungers From the World, My Dinner with Ron Jeremy,



Thieves in the Afterlife, and co-author of the chapbook Low Budget Movie.

She received a 2019 NEA poetry fellowship and she teaches at Hugo House.

Diamond Forde is a Tin House and Callaloo fellow whose work has

appeared in Ninth Letter, Tupelo Quarterly, The Offing and more. She is a

recipient of the Margaret Walker prize, a finalist for the GA Poetry Prize,

and her debut book, Mother Body, is forthcoming with Saturnalia Books in

Spring 2021.

Rachel McKibbens is the author of three full-length books of poetry,

blud, Into the Dark & Emptying Field, and Pink Elephant, as well as the

chapbook Mammoth. She is a two-time New York Foundation for the Arts

poetry fellow and founder of the Pink Door Writing Retreat.

Welcome to Incandescent with Feminine Rage. A few reminders before we

begin:

·      For those needing or wishing to follow along to a written text,

please let me know, and a printed copy will be delivered to you.

·      Please make sure that spaces marked for wheelchairs remain clear

of chairs or other barriers.

·      Treat service animals as working animals and do not attempt to

distract or pet them.

·      Be aware of those with chemical sensitivities and refrain from

wearing scented products.

·      Please be aware that your fellow attendees may have invisible

disabilities. Do not question anyone’s use of an accommodation while

at the conference, including for chairs reserved for those with

disabilities.



Opening remarks: Good afternoon, and welcome to Incandescent with

Feminine Rage. We’re so happy you can be here to blow off some steam

with us. It may be that you have come hoping to hear rageful poems—work

that howls with anger, say, or makes you want to shout “hell yeah!” and

“damn straight!”—however, it’s important to recognize that rage triggered

by the state of the world, which continues to perpetuate inequalities and

where the powerful will take what they want and harm whomever is in the

way and considered dispensable, does not necessarily produce angry

poems. It does, however, produce imperative poems.

The truth is, emotions are complicated, as is the work of the poets here

today in terms of range of thought and feeling. Moreover, no one wants to

be pigeonholed as an “angry” poet; especially, no one here wants to be

pigeonholed as a woman who is angry, because we know how such labels

are used to discount and discredit the concerns of the person being labeled.

When I was initially putting together this event, I landed on the concept

and naming of “feminine rage,” as a way of making a distinction from

generalized outrage. I remember talking to some men in my life about the

latest insult to women’s autonomy, or maybe it was some other bit of news

or policy that actively harmed women—we are not suffering from a shortage

of such things—and I was trying to get my words out about how tiring it is

again to be up against the wall of patriarchal bullshit (yeah, I said it), I

found I was choking on my words, and, in that moment, knew I was ready

to burn it all down. That fuel? That fire accelerant? That’s what enflames

these poems.

We’re all so lucky that we get to hear from the following poets:



Abby E. Murray whom…

Kendra DeColo whom…

Diamond Forde whom…

Rachel McKibbens whom…

Transition to readers:

Abby E. Murray will read for ten minutes from… (accessibility copies to be

distributed during event)

Kendra DeColo will read for ten minutes from… (accessibility copies to be

distributed during event)

Diamond Forde will read for ten minutes from… (accessibility copies to be

distributed during event)

Rachel McKibbens will read for ten minutes from… (accessibility copies to

be distributed during event)

Sonia Greenfield will read three poems to close out the program…

(accessibility copies to be distributed during event)

Final 10-15 minutes: Now that we’ve reached the end of the reading, I’d

like to open this up for any questions from the audience.


